Programme

Plenary sessions:
8:30-10:30
EFT + non HEP talk + HION + Poster Session
and
16:00–18:35
Closing
(Blackman Auditorium)

Parallel Sessions:
11:00-12:30
BSM-2 Feeble Interactions:
BSM1+BSM2
(ISEC Room 102)
Electroweak Physics
(ISEC Room 138)
Future Projects: Upgrade + Future
(ISEC Room 142)
Performance
(ISEC Room 136)
Top Physics: Top + EFT
(ISEC Room 140)
14:00-15:30
BSM-2 Feeble Interactions:
(ISEC Room 102)
Performance
(ISEC Room 136)
QCD
(ISEC Room 138)
TOP Physics
(ISEC Room 140)
Upgrades
(ISEC Room 142)

Today’s Events

12:30-14:00 Outreach Panel: The Physics of Music & The Music of Physics (Light Lunch bites for people attending the session).

Mementoes from the very well received public lecture yesterday evening

Thank you for attending LHCP2024 we hope you have enjoyed the conference and your time in Boston.
Hope to see you in Taipei in 2025

Did you know:
Boston is the only place in the world where a boat can sail under a train that’s going under a vehicle while driving under a plane.

But do you know where this happens?
Thank you to New England Explorer for this week's fun facts
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